ENHANCED DESIGN FEATURES:

BREATHABILITY & MOISTURE PROTECTION
• Antimicrobial/FR Treated Padded Spacer Mesh System
• Low Profile Shoulders

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY PLATFORM
• Patented Ballistic Vein®
• Semi-Rigid Exterior MOLLE Cummerbund

PATENTED INTEGRATED BALLISTIC FRAMEWORK
• Increases Structural Integrity & Reduces Back Face Deformation

INCREASED ERGONOMICS & PERFORMANCE
• Gusseted Plate Pocket

LOAD CARRIAGE
• XFrame™ Dynamic Load Carriage® Compatible
• PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
• Removable Assaulters Zip-On Back Panel

ELONGATED MATERIAL LIFE & ABRASION RESISTANCE
• Engineered Utilizing Patented PV® Material

THE EPIC-NC ALSO GIVES THE USER THE ABILITY TO ATTACH A 2-WIRE CUTAWAY CUMMERBUND* IF NEEDED.

*Sold Separately
TYR TACTICAL® MALE EPIC™
NON-CUTAWAY PLATE CARRIER

VELCRO® ATTACHMENT:
CUMMERBUND ATTACHES TO THE FRONT OF
THE PLATE CARRIER VIA VELCRO®.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:

- PALS Webbing for MOLLE Attachment
- Hydration/Communication Tabs for Routing
- EPIC™ Low Profile Shoulders
- Reinforced Drag Handle
- Removable Assaulters Zip-On Back Panel
- Lace Adjustable Cummerbund
- Repair Buckle Kit

CARRIER SIZE RELATES TO THE PLATE SIZE & OPERATORS CHEST WIDTH:

Small:
- Chest Width: 33” - 37”
- Plate Pocket: 9” x 12”
- Small Plate

Medium:
- Chest Width: 37” - 41”
- Plate Pocket: 10” x 13”
- Medium Plate

Medium-Long:
- Chest Width: 37” - 41” (Over 6’ height)
- Plate Pocket: 10” x 13”
- Medium Plate

Large:
- Chest Width: 41” - 45”
- Plate Pocket: 10.5” x 13.5”
- Large Plate

XLarge:
- Chest Width: 45” - 49”
- Plate Pocket: 11” x 14”
- XLarge Plate

2XLarge:
- Chest Width: 49” - 53”
- Plate Pocket: 11” x 14”
- 2XLarge Plate

- Wt. 6.55 lbs Medium Carrier with Soft Armor

Available in several different styles depending on the profile (thickness) of your plate

**EPIC 1** accommodates standard SAPI/ESAPI plates (.75” thick)
**EPIC 4** will hold the Morgan Level III plate (.75” thick)
**EPIC 6** will hold TYR-HA3/7 plate styles (.5” thick)

Certified Level II NIJ0101.06
TYR-M-EPIC-NC-T52/SP

Certified Level IIIA NIJ0101.06
TYR-M-EPIC-NC-TXP3A